
THE SPARKS ARE FLYING AS STEPHEN STOKES HEATS 
UP METAL AT HIS BLACKSMITH SHOP IN KESWICK. 
(PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF ROY VAN DOORN)
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Blacksmith Stephen Stokes uses 
tongs to place a piece of iron into a 

1,500-degree coal fire. The iron emerges 
glowing a short time later, and sparks fly 
as he hammers the softened bright-orange 
metal against a heavy anvil. The clang-
clang of metal against metal resounds 
through the shop as he bends and shapes —  
or forges — the iron with motions both 
powerful and precise. The metal quickly 
cools to a dark red, and he reheats and 
shapes it again. 

After more bending and a few twists, a 
Colonial-era nail hook emerges. It is 
perhaps one of the simpler items Stephen 
creates at his forge in Keswick, but the 
basic techniques are the same whether he 
makes a hook or works on an elaborate 
yearslong project.

When Stephen left his Shropshire, England 
home during high school for an exchange 
program in Northern Virginia, he had 
no intention of becoming a blacksmith. 
Growing up, he learned the trade from 
his father, Joe, who worked for the U.K. 
military and then taught blacksmithing 
to rural African villagers for the United 
Nations. However, it was Joe he called on in 
1981 to help him start Stokes of England in 
the Charlottesville area, where Stephen and 
his wife, Alison, moved while she attended 
the University of Virginia. Stephen was 
inspired after reading a story about a 
successful knife-maker in Maryland. He 

Stokes of England



WATCHING A HOOK EMERGE. (PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF ROY VAN DOORN)

soon discovered that knife-making was not profitable, though, and 
the pair quickly took on any project that came through the door. Joe 
eventually moved back to England, but Stephen kept the business 
running and opened a gallery in Gordonsville.

Over the years, projects have included items for the gift shops at Colonial 
Williamsburg, a Princess Leia slave costume, palace gates for the sultan 
of Oman and a staircase for the emir of Qatar. “In 35 years, the range of 
things has just been absolutely incredible,” Stephen says. The company, 
in the 1990s, produced all the iron and bronze work for what is now the 
Atlantis Paradise Island resort in the Bahamas, a project that took three 
years to complete and required hiring a much larger crew. 

Whether his customer is a sultan or one of his many Charlottesville-
area residential clients, Stephen works with them to design the 
project and does on-site measurements and installation. “I sat down 
with the king in Oman and had dinner completely covered in dirt 
and wearing Salvation Army reject clothes,” he laughs.

Stephen still makes knives, too. He and his father presented a set 
of pruning knives to Prince Charles, who is known for his love of 
gardening. The prince took the elder Stokes aside and talked with 
him for an hour and a half. “He was insisting my dad pass the trade 
on and make sure it doesn’t die out.” Stephen is doing his best to 
keep blacksmithing going himself. He trains apprentices — 30 so far 
over the course of 35 years in business. 

“I’d like people to realize that if they have an interest in blacksmithing, 
they can always come by and have a chat and see how it’s done,” 
Stephen says. His retirement plan is to continue blacksmithing for 
as long as possible. “Dad died at 73. He worked right up until he 
physically couldn’t. The man my father apprenticed to dropped dead 
over the anvil at 92.” That, Stephen says, is the way to go.

The Stokes of England forge, at 4085 Keswick Road in Keswick, is open 
Monday through Friday, 8:30am–5pm for short talks and demos. Call 
in advance to arrange a formal tour and talk. 

The Stokes of England gallery, located at 117 S Main Street in 
Gordonsville, is open Tuesday through Sunday, 11am–5pm. The 
gallery sells everything from hooks and hinges to furniture, lighting 
and decorative wall hangings.

DAY TRIPPING — ORANGE COUNTY



LEFT: SERVING UP — CHRISTINE RIGGLEMAN CEO & MASTER DISTILLER OF SILVERBACK DISTILLERY. ABOVE: TITUS —  
THE SILVERBACK STATUE. (PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF CHRISTINE RIGGLEMAN AND SILVERBACK DISTILLERY)
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Silverback Distillery

Along Rockfish Valley Highway in rural 
Nelson County, a silverback gorilla 

stands in the shadow of Afton Mountain. 
Not a real gorilla, but a statue outside 
Silverback Distillery, named in honor 
of co-owner Denver Riggleman, who 
looks — and possibly acts — a bit like 
a silverback gorilla, according to his 
daughters. 

After years of moving around 
while Denver served in the 
Air Force, the Riggleman 
family returned to their 
roots in Virginia, where 
Denver’s wife, Christine, 
knew she wanted to start 
her own business. A trip 
to Scotland helped her figure out what that 
business should be: a distillery. 

“This is my baby,” Christine says. “I wanted 
to be a producer, and I wanted to produce 
something I was passionate about.” 
The passions run deep. Christine’s 
grandmother and great aunts made 
bathtub gin during World War II. In 
fact, Christine says, traditionally, 
many distillers were women, cooking 
up concoctions in their kitchens in 
between making supper and doing 
housework. All that changed 
when industrialization brought 
hooch out of the backyard and 
into the factory. Even today, 
craft distilling is largely  
male-dominated. 

“I think a female touch 
to distill the spirits is 
refreshing. I just trust my 
instincts. I’m creating 

art for people,” says Christine, who says her 
love for cooking and creating translates well 
to distilling. “My happy point is watching 
people partake of something I created. I just 
translated my love of cooking to cooking 
hooch.” The couple’s three daughters all work 
at Silverback and one is the general manager. 

Belly up to one of Silverback’s five soapstone 
bar tops for a tasting of their award-winning 
spirits and you will have your choice of 
vodka, gin, whiskey, bourbon or a honey rye 
whiskey made with honey locally sourced 
in Nelson County. Go for straight pours 
or a rotating selection of mini cocktails, 
such as a Tom Collins, Bloody Mary or 
seasonal hot chocolate. Christine’s favorite 
is her 70-proof honey rye. “You can drink it 

straight. You can add a little ice or make a hot toddy. It’s a nice 
tranquilizer if you don’t feel good,” she says.

Due to strict controls by the Virginia Department of Alcoholic 
Beverage Control, guests are limited to 3 ounces of liquor per day. 
While there are some 40 distilleries in Virginia, Christine does not 
see the industry booming like wineries unless the state’s strict post-
Prohibition-era regulations are eased and taxes on liquor sales lowered.  

Silverback cuts down on its costs by using a geothermal system for the 
chilling process. The distillery also produces its liquor with all local 
grains and recycles and reuses everything it can. Used mash is donated 
to local farmers for fertilizer or feed. “It’s really important to us to be 
forward thinking,” Christine says. “It was just what we wanted to do.”

That dedication shows in the products. “We want to put out the 
best product we can to the customers. We don’t want to just hurry. 
We work long days, but we are so happy with the response from our 
customers and the love they have for our products.”

Hours at Silverback Distillery, located at 9374 Rockfish Valley 
Highway in Afton, depend on the time of year. Check its website at  
sbdistillery.com for details. Large groups do not need reservations but are 
encouraged to call ahead.



LINDEN AND I. (PHOTOGRAPH 
COURTESY OF TIFFANY GIBSON 
GAUCHER)
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Heather Stertzer’s adventures in beekeeping started after she and her 
wife, Jennifer, attended a class on the subject at Albemarle High 

School. The class was Jennifer’s idea, but it turned out Heather was the 
one with the real passion for the subject. As a newcomer to the local 
world of beekeeping, she quickly realized the need for a supplier close 
to the Charlottesville area, and in 2015, the women opened Scottsville 
Supply Co., which melded Heather’s new-found love of beekeeping 
with Jennifer’s desire to run a shop in Scottsville. With its bright yellow 
decorative hive out front, the well-stocked store on Valley Street has all 
the supplies a new or seasoned beekeeper might want.

“Beekeeping is incredibly popular and it’s growing in its popularity,” 
says Heather, who notes the many beekeeping clubs in central Virginia. 
“There’s a sense of going back to our roots.” As it turns out, Heather 
discovered that her involvement in beekeeping is a return to her own 
roots: Two of her great-great-grandfathers were beekeepers in Ohio, and a 
great-grandfather and grandfather also tried it. “It was far more common 
a century ago than it is today, but it’s coming back as a way of getting 
back in touch with the earth and an understanding of where our food 
comes from,” she says, adding that buying or producing local honey gives 
people a chance to experience more variety. Tulip poplar, clover and other 
botanicals give honey distinctive colors, aromas and flavors that cannot 
be found in the commercially produced, store-bought product. 

Step into Scottsville Supply Co. and you will find local honey produced 
in the Scottsville area as well as honey-based candy, candles, lip balms, 
soaps, bee-themed antiques and decor, and more. The shop even sells 
full beekeeper’s suits and complete beekeeping kits — which Heather 
assembles for her customers — that include everything a budding 
beekeeper needs to get started. Perhaps the most essential product 
Scottsville Supply Co. sells is the honeybees themselves. “To have 
enough bees for the demand in this area, the bees have to come out of 
the South,” notes Heather, who sells some 6 million to 7 million bees a 
year. Each colony includes 10,000 bees and a queen. 

Heather also offers beginner and intermediate beekeeping classes, which 
fill up quickly. “It’s important to sit down and have someone tell you how 
to be a beekeeper in that first year and how to manage a colony the first 
year,” she says. Beekeeping involves a lot of waiting and worrying, and it 
is a challenge in today’s world to keep and sustain hives. Colony collapse 
disorder has killed countless honeybees in recent years, and many newer 

beekeepers are motivated by a desire to increase the honeybee population, 
which is critical to the human food chain. The largest killer of honeybees 
is the varroa mite, a parasite that feeds on bees and their brood and 
spreads deadly pathogens that can wipe out entire colonies. To combat 
the mite, Stertzer recommends a miticide, as well as methods that can 
make the brood and queens stronger. 

Bees also succumb to a lack of resources, which is why it is important 
for communities to encourage bee-friendly practices, Heather says. 
Through the efforts of the Scottsville Supply Co. and the Scottsville 
Center for Arts and Nature, Scottsville is the first town in Virginia to be 
designated as a Bee City USA. The program encourages communities to 
be pollinator-friendly by planting more native plants and pesticide-free 
trees, shrubs and perennials — small steps that make big differences for 
the bee population and, ultimately, humans. 

Heather hopes to continue growing the business and supporting the needs 
of all the beekeepers in the region — from the backyard hobbyist to those 
who consider beekeeping a part-time job — and she wants to provide 
more in-store local honey from the counties surrounding Scottsville. 

“A lot of beekeepers had never been to a bee supply store before they 
visited here. People ordered out of catalogs for years,” she says, adding 
that beekeepers often 
drive up to two hours to 
shop in the store. “Here 
they can try a suit on and 
touch the product and have 
things explained to them 
in person. It takes some 
of the scariness out of it 
because it’s confusing when 
you open a bee catalog and 
you’re new to beekeeping.” 

Scottsville Supply Co. is 
located at 531 Valley Street in 
Scottsville, about a half hour 
south of Charlottesville. For 
store hours, see their website 
at scottsvillesupplyco.com. 

Scottsville Supply Co.
GETTING OUT



QUARRY GARDENS IN SUMMER. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF JUDY BIAS)
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Armand and Bernice Thieblot say they always need a project to 
keep them occupied. The retired Nelson County couple found an 

ambitious one after a visit to Butchart Gardens in British Columbia, where 
an abandoned limestone quarry found new life as colorful, ornate gardens. 

As beautiful as the Canadian gardens are, though, it was only an 
inspiration for the couple’s plans for botanical gardens on their 
own property, which is the site of six former soapstone quarries 
in Schuyler. “[The Canadians] hide the fact they were originally a 
quarry,” Armand says. “We thought our quarries were fun to look at 
and we’d emphasize them, not hide them.” 

The Quarry Gardens at Schuyler, which opened in early 2017 and is 
operated by a nonprofit foundation, contains only native plants, primarily 
those found no more than 15 miles from the property. “It’s as much a 
conservation effort as anything,” says Bernice. “It’s a fairly rugged site. It’s 
not what you think of when you think of a botanical garden.” 

Because the Thieblots had no experience in creating a botanical garden, 
they hired a firm to devise a master plan for the gardens. They also worked 
with the Charlottesville-based Center for Urban Habitats, a firm that 
specializes in habitat restoration and ecosystem design and installation. 
The result is a natural woodland area with galleries of native plants 
designed to blend in with the surroundings. 

What was once the noisy site of heavy industry is now a tranquil retreat. 
Depending on the time of day or year you visit, nature will show you 
something different. There are mushrooms, flowers, insects and more. 
Perhaps you will see a brightly colored smooth green snake or blue-
eyed grass, a delicate purple member of the iris family. A hillside by 
one of the quarries is covered in silvery reindeer lichen. You might look 
down and spot downy rattlesnake plantain, a plant with dark green 
leaves covered in bright-white veins. 

Nature is not the only highlight here. The man-made sharp edges and 
geometric patterns of the cut rock on the towering walls of two water-
filled quarries have a powerful beauty of their own as they reflect off 
the water and change color with the light.

The Quarry Gardens  
at Schuyler

DAY TRIPPING — NELSON COUNTY



TOP LEFT: ARMAND AND BERNICE THIEBLOT LEADING 
A TOUR OF THE QUARRY GARDENS. (PHOTOGRAPH 
COURTESY OF JUDY BIAS)  
LEFT MIDDLE: CALLOPHRYS AUGUSTINUS BROWN 
ELFIN AND PONDHAWK. (PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF 
EMILY LUEBKE & THE QUARRY GARDENS AT SCHUYLER) 
LEFT BOTTOM: SKYLA — THE QUARRY DOG AND THE  
ONLY ONE ALLOWED TO SWIM AT THE QUARRY GARDENS.
RIGHT TOP: THE VISITOR CENTER. 
RIGHT MIDDLE: ARMAND POINTING OUT NATIVE 
PLANTS ALONG THE TRAIL. (PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY 
OF JUDY BIAS)
RIGHT BOTTOM: AMERICAN LADY BUTTERFLY AND 
SABATIA ANGULARIS. (PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF 
THE QUARRY GARDENS AT SCHUYLER)
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In order for visitors to get around the 
quarries, the couple had staircases cut 
through massive piles of abandoned 
rock left behind during the mining 
process. “I’m enamored of the giant 
stairs,” Bernice says. These stairways 
put the visitor in touch with nature 
as well as the mining process. From 
the late 1880s through much of 
the 20th century, Schuyler was 
the soapstone capital of the world, 
with many companies competing 
for business in the area and up to 
90 quarries in use. Named because 
it feels like soap when rubbed, 
soapstone was used for laundry sinks 
and laboratory countertops, among 
other things. The quarries on the 
Thieblots’ property were mined 
from about 1955 to 1975. 

Bernice says the work completed 
on the Quarry Gardens, which 
includes 40,000 new plants, is not 
the end. “I don’t think we’ll ever be 
finished,” she says. “It’s not a good 
business model. It’s a project for our 
retirement — just something we’re 
doing for the fun of it.”

The Quarry Gardens at Schuyler is 
open Friday through Sunday, April to 
November. There is about two miles of 
walking trails. A visitor center includes 
a classroom and exhibits on native 
plants, local ecosystems and the history 
of the soapstone industry in Schuyler, 
as well as a model of the Nelson & 
Albemarle Railway. Visits are by 
appointment only and reservations 
can be made through the website 
at quarrygardensatschuyler.org.  
Tours are free. 


